
Introduction to Hindi Script 
 Topic 0.6 The Devanagari script and the Hindi sound system 

The sounds of spoken Hindi are generally written in Devanagari script, which 

is also used to write Sanskrit, Nepali, and Marathi. The precise number of 

Devanagari characters is not easy to work out.1 Sometimes people say there 

were in Sanskrit 52 characters. In Hindi people often say there are 13 vowel 

and 33 consonant symbols. However, it all depends what you define as a 

character, in practice there are 13 vowels, 33 consonants, four common 

conjuncts and seven characters with dots under them that represent sounds 

not found in Sanskrit. 

There are ten2 vowel sounds in Devanagari. All the vowels apart from अ a 

have two written forms.  The full form of a vowel is written when it appears at 

the beginning of a word or when it directly follows another vowel. The mātrā 

form is a symbol that represents the vowel when it is pronounced in place of 

the अ a vowel which is considered to be inherent in each consonant. The 

mātrās are written variously above or below, or to the left or the right of the 

consonant.  

 
अ a is similar to the u in but, as in अख़बार aḵẖbār ‘newspaper’.  

It has no mātrā form. 

 
आ ā  is similar to the a in father, as in आदमी ādmī ‘man’.  

Its mātrā form is ◌ा written after characters. 

                                            
1 How many English letters are there? You may say 26, but then what about the capital letters, 
wouldn't that make 52? Also do you include characters like æ in the number of letters?   
2 Eleven according to tradition, but ऋ ṛ is normally pronounced ri  by most Hindi speakers. 
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इ i is similar to the i in sit, as in इमारत imārat ‘building’.  

Its mātrā form is  ि◌  written before characters. Note that even though its 
mātrā  form is written before characters, it is still pronounced after the 
character. 

 
ई ī is similar to the ee in need, as in ईमानदार īmāndār ‘honest’. Its mātrā 

form is   ◌ी  written after characters. 

 

 
उ u is similar to the oo in book, as in उ र uttar ‘north’. Its mātrā form is  ◌ ु
written under characters except when it is written with र when it is written like 
this रु. 

 

 
ऊ ū is similar to the oo in soon, as in ऊन ūn ‘wool’. Its mātrā form is    ◌ ू
written under characters except when it is written with र when it is written like 
this रू.  
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ऋ ṛ is similar to ri in rip, as in ऋिष ṛṣi ‘a sage’. Its mātrā form is  ◌ृ written 
under characters. In Sanskrit ऋ ṛ is a vowel sound, like r in purdy, but most 
Hindi speakers pronounce it as if it were the sound िर ri. 

 

 
ए e is similar to the initial part of the sound of a in mane, as in एक ek ‘one’. 

Its mātrā form is   ◌ ेwritten above characters.  

 
ऐ ai is similar to the a in hay, as in ऐनक ainak ‘spectacles’.  

Its mātrā form is ◌ै written above characters. Some Hindi speakers pronounce 
it like the diphthong ei in height. 

 
ओ o is a similar to the o in both, as in ओला olā ‘hail’. 

Its mātrā form is ◌ो written after characters. 
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औ au is similar to the a in saw as in औरत aurat ‘woman’  

Its mātrā form is ◌ौ written after characters. Some Hindi speakers pronounce 
it like the diphthong ou in ouch. 

 
क ka is similar to the k in speaker, as in कान kān ‘ear’. Note that there is less 
breath expressed when saying क ka than is normal with k in English. क़ qa (क 
ka with a dot under it) is a similar sound produced further back in the throat 
than क, Some Hindi speakers do not differentiate between the two sounds. 

 
ख kha is the aspirated form of क ka, as in खाना khānā ‘food’. To check if you 
are aspirating this consonant place your hand in front of your mouth when you 
pronounce it. As with all aspirated consonants, you should be able to feel a 
breath of air when you say it. Note that the h in the transliteration signifies that 
it is aspirated, never say it as k-ha. ख़ ḵẖa (ख़ with a dot under it) is a bit like 
the sound ch in the Scottish word loch. It is found only in loan words from 
Persian and Arabic and is often not distinguished from ख by many Hindi 
speakers. 

 
ग ga is similar to the g in go, as in गाय gāy ‘cow’. ग़ ḡa (ग with a dot under 
it) it is pronounced further back in the throat. It only occurs in Persian and 
Arabic loan words and many Hindi speakers do not differentiate between ग ga 

and ग़ ḡa, 
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घ gha is the aspirated form of ग ga, as in घर ghar ‘house’. Like ख kha you 
breathe out while saying it. 

 
ङ  ṅa is similar to the ng in king, as in अंगूर aṅgūr ‘grape’. It does not occur at 
the beginning or end of words and occurs only as the nasalization of the 
consonants: क ka, ख kha, ग ga and घ gha. 

 
च ca is similar to the ch in church, as in चम्मच cammac ‘spoon’. This is the 
first of the palatal consonants. That is to say the tip of the tongue touches the 
palate of the mouth as you are saying it. 

 
छ cha is the aspirated form of च ca, as in छत chat ‘roof/ceiling’. It is 
pronounced a little like the ch in church-hill but strongly aspirated. 

 
ज ja is similar to the j in the jail, as in जगह jagah ‘place’.  

ज़ za ( ज with a dot under it) is similar to the z in zebra, This sound occurs 
only in English, Arabic and Persian loan words in Hindi. Some Hindi speakers 
do not distinguish between the pronunciation of ज and ज़.  
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झ jha is the aspirated version of ज ja, as in झोला jholā ‘shoulder bag’. It is 
similar to the -dgeh- in hedgehog. There are two variant forms of this 
character  but the variant झ is more common in printed in Hindi. 

 
ञ  ña is similar to the n in inch, as in पंजाब pañjāb ‘Panjab’. It is pronounced 
with the back of the tongue touching the roof of the mouth. It does not occur at 
the beginning or end of words and occurs only as the nasalization of the 
consonants: च ca छ cha ज ja and झ jha. 

 

 
ट ṭa is a form of t sound, as in टोपी ṭopī ‘a cap or hat’. When saying ट ṭa the 
tip of the tongue should touch the ridge of the mouth and then be flicked back. 

 
ठ ṭha is the aspirated version of ट ṭa, as in ठीक ṭhīk ‘fine, okay’, It is slightly 
similar to the t in train, but is pronounced with the tip of the tongue touching 
the ridge of the mouth and is strongly aspirated. 

 
ड ḍa is a little like the d in hard, as in िडब्बा ḍibbā ‘box, container’. The tongue 
should touch the ridge of the mouth while saying it and then be quickly 
flapped down. ड़ ṛa  (ड with a dot underneath it) is type of r sound. To say 
ड़ ṛa the tongue should touch the roof of the mouth before quickly flapping 
down during the production of the sound. Some Eastern Hindi speakers 
pronounce it like र ra, some Western Hindi speakers pronounce it pretty 
much like ड ḍa. 
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ढ ḍha is the aspirated version of ड ḍa, as in ढाबा ḍhābā ‘a small restaurant’. 
It should be pronounced like ड ḍa but strongly aspirated. ढ़ ṛha (ढ ḍha with a 
dot under it) is the aspirated version of ड़ ṛa, It should be pronounced like ड़ 
ṛa but strongly aspirated.  

 

 
ण ṇa is a n said fairly far back in the mouth, as in ण brāhmaṇ ‘Brahman’. 
As a consonant in its own right ण ṇa does not occur at the beginning of words. 
It also occurs as the nasalization of the consonants: ट ṭa ठ ṭha ड ḍa ढ ḍha.. 

 
त ta is similar to the t in time, as in तश्तरी taśtrī ‘saucer’. When saying त ta 
the tip of the tongue should touch the base of the upper teeth. 

 
थ tha is the aspirated partner of त ta, as in थाली thālī ‘a kind of plate’ . It 
should be pronounced like त ta but strongly aspirated. 

 
द da is similar to the d in does, as in दरवाज़ा darvāzā ‘door’. When saying द 
da touch the base of the upper teeth with the tip of the tongue. 
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ध dha is the aspirated form of द da, as in धन्यवाद dhanyavād ‘thank you’. It 
should be pronounced like द da but with a strong out breath. 

 
न na is similar to the n in not, as in नाक nāk ‘nose’. When saying न na your 
tongue should touch the base of the upper teeth. Note: it is important to put a 
little loop in the ‘nose’ of the na to distinguish it from ta. 

 
प pa is similar to the p in spit, as in पानी pānī ‘water’. प pa is different from 
initial p sounds in English because English initial p is more voiced than प pa 
which is never voiced. 

 
फ pha is an aspirated form of प pa, as in फल phal ‘fruit’. It is a little like the p 
in power but with more emphasis on the expulsion of breath with the 
consonant. फ़ fa is similar to the f in fly. Strictly speaking फ़ fa only occurs in 
Persian, Arabic and English loan-words. However, some Hindi speakers 
pronounce both फ pha and फ़ fa the same and say fa for both characters, 

 
ब ba is similar to the b in bet, as in बाल bāl ‘hair’.  
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भ bha is the aspirated form of ब ba, as in भारत bhārat ‘India’. It should be 
spoken like ब ba but with a strong out breath as you say it. 

 
म ma is similar to m in mind, as in मकान makān ‘house’ Note: it is important 
to put a loop in the front lower corner of ma to distinguish it from ya. 

 
य ya is similar to the y in young, as in या ी yātrī ‘traveller/pilgrim’. 

 
र ra is similar to r in ridge, as in राजा rājā ‘king’. It is pronounced with more of 
a ‘trill’ or ‘tap’ than English r, but not very much. 

 
ल la is similar to the l in long, as in लाल lāl ‘red’.  

 
व va is something between the sounds v and w, as in वाराणसी vārāṇasī 

‘Varanasi’. Sometimes it is similar to the v in van and sometimes it is similar to 
the w in wow. 
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श śa is similar to the sh in shoe, as in शब्द śabd ‘word’. 

 
ष śa is similar to sh in flush, as in कृष्ण kṛṣṇa ‘Krishna’. This should be 
pronounced like श śa but in the palate of the mouth, however, most Hindi 
speakers actually pronounce ष ṣa as श śa. 

 
स sa is similar to the s in song, as in सेब seb ‘apple’. 

 
ह ha is similar to the h in perhaps or behind, as in हाथ hāth ‘hand’. 

 Topic 0.7 Common conjunct characters and other symbols 

The following symbols represent combinations of characters and are 
traditionally included in lists of the base characters in Devanagari script. 

 
क्ष kṣa a combination of k + ṣa, as in क्षि य kṣatriya ‘the warrior caste’. 
Actually spoken as k+śa by most Hindi speakers 
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 tra a combination of t + ra, as in ुिट truṭi ‘mistake’. 

 
ज्ञ gya, as in ज्ञान gyān ‘wisdom, knowledge’. In Sanskrit pronounced jña but 
in Hindi always pronounced gya. 

 
 śra a combination of ś+ra, as in ी śrī ‘Mr’. 

The Bindu ◌ं and Candrabindu    ◌ँ symbols 

These symbols look like ‘dots’ and ‘dots in half moons’ written over characters 
and they indicate nasalization. That is to say that you should either add an ‘n’ 
sound before the consonant they are written over, like the sound in the 
English ‘sing.’ Or they indicate you nasalize the vowel sign they are above, 
that is you say it in your nose. See the section below on ‘Nasalization and 
nasal consonants’. 
The िवसगर् visarga symbol ◌ः 

This symbol, which looks like a colon, written after a vowel represents an 
echo of that vowel with a breath very similar to ‘h.’ It only occurs in Sanskrit 
words borrowed into Hindi. For instance: अतः ataḥ therefore. 

The हलंत halant symbol 

The symbol beneath this character क् is called a हलंत halant, Writing the halant 

symbol under a consonant is a way to represent the omission of the inherent 
अ a vowel that normally follows any consonant. 

The िवराम virām symbol 
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This is a vertical bar like this । and it was the traditional form of a full stop in 
Hindi. However, nowadays full stops are often used in printed Hindi, along 
with all the other punctuation marks found in English. 

 Topic 0.8 Vowels combined with consonants 

Vowels in combination with consonants (mātrās) always appear with one of 
the consonants. These examples are shown with क ka. 

अ a after a consonant is not indicated by any symbol. If 
there is no vowel sign after a consonant it is normally 
pronounced with an a,  

क ka 

आ ā after a consonant is: ◌ा का kā 

इ i after a consonant is: ि◌ 
Note it is pronounced after the consonant but it is 
written before the consonant. 

िक ki 

ई ī after a consonant is: ◌ी की kī 

उ u after a consonant is:    ◌ ु कु ku 

ऊ ū after a consonant is:   ◌ ू कू kū 

Note that when उ u and ऊ ū are combined with र ra they take special 
forms: उ u combined with र ra is: रु      ru ऊ ū combined with र ra is: रू  rū 

ऋ ṛ after a consonant is:    ◌ ृ कृ kṛ 

ए e after a consonant is:    ◌े  के ke 

ऐ ai after a consonant is:    ◌ ै कै kai 

ओ o after a consonant is: ◌ो को ko 

औ au after a consonant is: ◌ौ कौ kau 

The next two characters are not vowels but are normally grouped with vowels 
in Devanagari and can be combined with a consonant or a vowel. 

अं ṃ after a consonant or vowel is: ◌ ं कं kaṁ 

अः ḥ after a consonant or vowel is: इ कः kaḥ 


